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(54) Traveling hydraulic working machine

(57) A traveling hydraulic working machine compris-
ing at least one prime mover (1), a machine body (101)
for mounting said prime mover thereon, traveling means
(3) mounted on said machine body and including a torque
converter (31) coupled to said prime mover, a hydraulic
pump (12) driven by said prime mover, at least one work-
ing actuator (13-16) operated by a hydraulic fluid supplied
from said hydraulic pump, and an operating device
(23-26) for generating an operation signal to control said
working actuator, said traveling hydraulic working ma-
chine further comprising an input means (42) for com-
manding a target revolution speed of said prime mover
(1); a first detection means (47) for detecting an operating
situation of said working actuator (13-16); a second de-
tection means (45, 46) for detecting an operating situa-
tion of said traveling means (3); and a prime-mover rev-
olution speed control means (52-59) for modifying the

target revolution speed of said prime mover based on
the operating situation of said working actuator detected
by said first detection means and the operating situation
of said traveling means detected by said second detec-
tion means, and controlling the revolution speed of said
prime mover, wherein said prime-mover revolution speed
control means includes means (52-54, 56, 59) for mod-
ifying the target revolution speed of said prime mover (1)
to reduce when the operating situation of said traveling
means (3) is in a state close to a stall of said torque
converter and the operating situation of said working ac-
tuator (13-16) comes into a light load state or when the
operating situation of said traveling means (3) is in a state
far from a stall of said torque converter and the operating
situation of said working actuator (13-16) comes into a
heavy load state.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a traveling hy-
draulic working machine, such as a telescopic handler,
in which a traveling means, including a torque converter,
and a hydraulic pump are coupled to a prime mover (en-
gine) and a working actuator is operated by a hydraulic
fluid supplied from the hydraulic pump while operating
the traveling means, to thereby perform predetermined
work.

Background Art

[0002] The related art of that type of traveling hydraulic
working machine is disclosed in JP,B 8-30427 and JP,B
8-30429.
[0003] In the related art disclosed in JP,B 8-30427, the
engine revolution speed is full-automatically controlled
through the steps of detecting the engine revolution
speed, the output revolution speed of a torque converter,
and the delivery pressure of a hydraulic pump, computing
the status of a machine body based on the detected in-
formation, and then computing a final throttle command.
A target traction force is thereby obtained so that a crawl-
er slippage will not occur.
[0004] In the related art disclosed in JP,B 8-30429, a
plurality of engine output modes are set beforehand, and
one of the modes is selected by an operator depending
on a load situation during work, to thereby obtain an en-
gine output required in bulldozing work.

JP,B 8-30427
JP,B 8-30429

Disclosure of the Invention

[0005] When a traveling hydraulic working machine,
such as a telescopic handler, is operated to perform work
with the combined operation of traveling and a working
actuator, the load pressure of the working actuator (i.e.,
the working load) is greatly varied depending on the work
situation. In some cases, therefore, the combination of
the traveling and the working actuator becomes improper
and the working efficiency is reduced.
[0006] For example, work for excavating natural
ground is known as one kind of work that is performed
with a bucket used as a front attachment. In the excava-
tion work, the bucket as the front attachment is pushed
to thrust into earth and sand (excavation target) by a trav-
el force while the engine revolution speed is controlled
by operating an accelerator pedal. Then, the earth and
sand are excavated by applying a front force acting up-
ward to the bucket in such a manner as to gradually dis-
place the bucket upward. When the bucket is pushed to
thrust into the earth and sand, heavy load work is per-
formed in which the load pressure of the working actuator

(i.e., the working load) rises and so does the delivery
pressure of a hydraulic pump. After the bucket is moved
upward subsequent to the thrusting of the bucket, the
load pressure of the working actuator (i.e., the working
load) lowers and light load work is performed. In a known
general traveling hydraulic working machine, therefore,
when the working load is changed from a heavy load to
a light load as mentioned above, the engine revolution
speed is increased, thus leading to a problem that the
input torque of the torque converter is increased with the
increase of the engine revolution speed, and the bucket
overruns when it is moved upward.
[0007] As another kind of work, there is surface soil
peeling-off work for peeling off earth and sand at the
ground surface by a bucket to form a flat ground surface
while the machine is traveled by operating an accelerator
pedal. During such work, the load pressure of the work
actuator (i.e., the working load) varies depending on the
thickness and hardness of the earth and sand to be
peeled off by the bucket. In the known general traveling
hydraulic working machine, therefore, when the bucket
strikes against a thick or hard portion of the earth and
sand and the pump delivery pressure (i.e., the working
load) rises during the surface soil peeling-off work, the
engine revolution speed is just slightly increased and the
traveling speed is hardly reduced. Consequently, the
bucket cannot evenly peel off the thick or hard portion of
the earth and sand, and a satisfactory flat excavation
surface cannot be formed.
[0008] According to the related art disclosed in JP,B
8-30427 (Patent Reference 1), the delivery pressure of
the hydraulic pump is detected as one item of the infor-
mation for judging the status of the machine body. How-
ever, the detected pump delivery pressure is used to ob-
tain the final throttle command by adding a modification
value that corresponds to a pump absorption torque. In
other words, the detected pump delivery pressure is not
used to determine if the working load has changed to a
particular state, and this related art cannot overcome the
above-mentioned problem that is caused when the work-
ing load varies and comes into the particular state. Fur-
ther, because the engine revolution speed is automati-
cally controlled regardless of the revolution speed com-
manded from the accelerator pedal, an operator cannot
perform work as per intended in the earth-and-sand ex-
cavating work and the surface soil peeling-off work.
[0009] In the related art disclosed in JP,B 8-30429
(Patent Reference 2), the working load is not detected
and the engine control is performed only in one of the
preset engine output modes. Therefore, this related art
also cannot overcome the above-mentioned problem
that is caused when the working load varies and comes
into the particular state.
[0010] It is an object of the present invention to provide
a traveling hydraulic working machine which can perform
work on the basis of the engine revolution speed during
the combined operation of traveling and a working actu-
ator, and which can automatically control the engine rev-
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olution speed in response to a variation of the working
load so that satisfactory combination can be kept in the
combined operation of the traveling and the working ac-
tuator and efficient work can be realized.

(1) To achieve the above object, the present inven-
tion provides a traveling hydraulic working machine
comprising at least one prime mover, a machine
body for mounting the prime mover thereon, traveling
means mounted on the machine body and including
a torque converter coupled to the prime mover, a
hydraulic pump driven by the prime mover, at least
one working actuator operated by a hydraulic fluid
supplied from the hydraulic pump, and an operating
device for generating an operation signal to control
the working actuator, wherein the traveling hydraulic
working machine further comprises input means for
commanding a target revolution speed of the prime
mover; first detection means for detecting an oper-
ating situation of the working actuator; second de-
tection means for detecting an operating situation of
the traveling means; and prime-mover revolution
speed control means for modifying the target revo-
lution speed of the prime mover based on the oper-
ating situation of the working actuator detected by
the first detection means and the operating situation
of the traveling means detected by the second de-
tection means, and controlling the revolution speed
of the prime mover.

[0011] Thus, since the revolution speed of the prime
mover is controlled by modifying the target revolution
speed commanded from the input means, work can be
performed on the basis of the engine revolution speed
intended by the operator.
[0012] Also, the revolution speed of the prime mover
is controlled by modifying the target revolution speed of
the prime mover based on the operating situation of the
working actuator and the operating situation of the
traveling means. Accordingly, even when the working
load varies in the combined operation of traveling and
the working actuator, the engine revolution speed of the
prime mover is automatically controlled so that satisfac-
tory combination can be kept in the combined operation
of the traveling and the working actuator and efficient
work can be realized.

(2) In above (1), preferably, the first detection means
includes means for detecting at least one of a deliv-
ery pressure of the hydraulic pump and a driving
pressure of the working actuator.
With that feature, it is possible to detect the operating
situation of the working actuator and to control the
revolution speed when the working load varies.
(3) In above (2), preferably, the first detection means
further includes means for detecting the operation
signal generated from the operating device.
With that feature, the operating situation of the work-

ing actuator can be detected including the operating
direction of the actuator, and the revolution speed
control can be performed in a more appropriate man-
ner.
(4) In above (1), preferably, the second detection
means is means for detecting input and output rev-
olution speeds of the torque converter, and the
prime-mover revolution speed control means in-
cludes means for computing a torque converter
speed ratio from input and output revolution speeds
of the torque converter, and determining the operat-
ing situation of the traveling means.
With that feature, the operating situation of the
traveling means can be determined based on the
torque converter speed ratio, and the revolution
speed control of the prime mover can be performed
in an appropriate manner.
(5) In above (1), preferably, the prime-mover revo-
lution speed control means includes means for com-
puting a modification revolution speed of the prime
mover when the operating situation of the working
actuator detected by the first detection means and
the operating situation of the traveling means detect-
ed by the second detection means come into respec-
tive particular states, and means for subtracting the
modification revolution speed from the target revo-
lution speed of the prime mover.
With that feature, the engine revolution speed is au-
tomatically controlled to reduce in response to a var-
iation of the working load. Accordingly, in work re-
quiring the engine revolution speed to be reduced
when the working load varies, such as work for ex-
cavating natural ground and work for peeling off sur-
face soil, satisfactory combination can be kept in the
combined operation of the traveling and the working
actuator and efficient work can be realized.
(6) In above (1), preferably, the prime-mover revo-
lution speed control means includes means for mod-
ifying the target revolution speed of the prime mover
to reduce when the operating situation of the
traveling means is in a state close to a stall of the
torque converter and the operating situation of the
working actuator comes into a light load state.
With that feature, in work requiring the engine revo-
lution speed to be reduced when the operating situ-
ation of the traveling means is in the state close to
a stall of the torque converter and the working load
is reduced, such as the natural ground excavating
work, satisfactory combination can be kept in the
combined operation of the traveling and the working
actuator and efficient work can be realized.
(7) In above (1), preferably, the prime-mover revo-
lution speed control means includes means for mod-
ifying the target revolution speed of the prime mover
to reduce when the operating situation of the
traveling means is in a state far from a stall of the
torque converter and the operating situation of the
working actuator comes into a heavy load state.
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With that feature, in work requiring the engine revo-
lution speed to be reduced when the operating situ-
ation of the traveling means is in the state far from
a stall of the torque converter and the working load
is increased, such as the surface soil peeling-off
work, satisfactory combination can be kept in the
combined operation of the traveling and the working
actuator and efficient work can be realized.
(8) In above (1), preferably, the traveling hydraulic
working machine further comprises third detection
means for detecting an input amount from the input
means, wherein the prime-mover revolution speed
control means includes means for modifying the tar-
get revolution speed of the prime mover when the
input amount detected by the third detection means
is not smaller than a preset value.

[0013] With that feature, the prime-mover revolution
speed control means is not activated when the engine
revolution speed is in a low-speed range. Therefore, the
revolution speed control of the prime mover can be per-
formed in an appropriate manner only when required.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0014]

Fig. 1 is a circuit diagram showing an overall system
of a traveling hydraulic working machine according
to a first embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a side view showing an external appearance
of a telescopic handler, the view showing the case
where a fork for use in loading and unloading work
is mounted as an attachment.
Fig. 3 is a side view showing an external appearance
of a telescopic handler, the view showing the case
where a bucket for use in excavation work and sur-
face soil peeling-off work is mounted as an attach-
ment.
Fig. 4 is a functional block diagram showing the
processing function of a controller in the first embod-
iment of the present invention.
Fig. 5 illustrates excavation work performed by the
telescopic handler.
Fig. 6 is a chart showing changes in pump pressure
during the excavation work.
Fig. 7 is a graph showing the relationship among
engine output torque, pump absorption torque, and
torque converter input torque in a known general
traveling hydraulic working machine, the graph also
showing the operation state of a traveling system in
excavation work.
Fig. 8 is a graph showing the relationship among
engine output torque, pump absorption torque, and
torque converter input torque in the first embodiment
of the present invention, the graph also showing the
operation state of a traveling system in excavation
work.

Fig. 9 is a circuit diagram showing an overall system
of a traveling hydraulic working machine according
to a second embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 10 is a functional block diagram showing the
processing function of a controller in the second em-
bodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 11 illustrates the surface soil peeling-off work
performed by the telescopic handler.
Fig. 12 is a chart showing changes in pump pressure
during the surface soil peeling-off work.
Fig. 13 is a graph showing the relationship among
engine output torque, pump absorption torque, and
torque converter input torque in the known general
traveling hydraulic working machine, the graph also
showing the operation state of the traveling system
in the surface soil peeling-off work.
Fig. 14 is a graph showing the relationship among
engine output torque, pump absorption torque, and
torque converter input torque in the second embod-
iment of the present invention, the graph also show-
ing the operation state of the traveling system in the
surface soil peeling-off work.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0015] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described below.
[0016] Fig. 1 is a circuit diagram showing an overall
system of a traveling hydraulic working machine accord-
ing to a first embodiment of the present invention.
[0017] In Fig. 1, a traveling hydraulic working machine
according to this embodiment comprises a diesel engine
(hereinafter referred to simply as an "engine") 1 serving
as a prime mover, a working system 2 and a traveling
system 3 both driven by the engine 1, and a control sys-
tem 4 for the engine 1.
[0018] The working system 2 comprises a hydraulic
pump 12 driven by the engine 1, a plurality of hydraulic
actuators (working actuators) 13, 14, 15 and 16 operated
by a hydraulic fluid delivered from the hydraulic pump
12, directional control valves 17, 18, 19 and 20 disposed
respectively between the hydraulic pump 12 and the plu-
rality of hydraulic actuators (working actuators) 13, 14,
15 and 16, to thereby control flows of the hydraulic fluid
supplied to the corresponding actuators, a plurality of
control lever units 23, 24, 25 and 26 for shifting the di-
rectional control valves 17, 18, 19 and 20 and generating
pilot pressures (operation signals), and a pilot hydraulic
pump 27 for supplying the hydraulic fluid, which serves
as an original pressure, to the control lever units 23, 24,
25 and 26.
[0019] The traveling system 3 comprises a torque con-
verter 31 coupled to an output shaft of the engine 1 in
series with respect to the hydraulic pump 12, a transmis-
sion (T/M) 32 coupled to an output shaft of the torque
converter 31, and front wheels 35 and rear wheels 36
coupled to the transmission 32 respectively through dif-
ferential gears 33, 34.
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[0020] The engine control system 4 comprises an elec-
tronic governor 41 for adjusting a fuel injection amount
in the engine 1, an accelerator pedal 42 operated by an
operator and commanding a target engine revolution
speed (hereinafter referred to simply as an "target revo-
lution speed"), a position sensor 43 for detecting a tread
amount by which the accelerator pedal 42 is operated
(i.e., an accelerator tread amount), a pressure sensor 44
for detecting, as an operating situation of the hydraulic
actuator, the delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 12,
a rotation sensor 45 for detecting an output revolution
speed of the engine 1 (i.e., an input revolution speed of
the torque converter 31), a rotation sensor 46 for detect-
ing an output revolution speed of the torque converter
31, a pressure sensor 47 for detecting, as an operating
situation of the hydraulic actuator, a pilot pressure in the
extending direction of the hydraulic actuator 13 (i.e., a
boom-raising pilot pressure) which is one of pilot pres-
sures outputted from the control lever unit 23, and a con-
troller 48 for executing predetermined arithmetic opera-
tions based on input signals from the position sensor 43,
the pressure sensor 44, the rotation sensors 45, 46 and
the pressure sensor 47, and outputting a command signal
to the electronic governor 41.
[0021] Figs. 2 and 3 each show an external appear-
ance of a telescopic handler (also called a lift truck).
[0022] In this embodiment, the traveling hydraulic
working machine is, by way of example, a telescopic han-
dler. The telescopic handler comprises a machine body
101, a cab 102 located on the machine body 101, an
extendable boom 103 mounted to the machine body 101
in a manner capable of pivotally rising and lowering lat-
erally of the cab 102, and an attachment 104 or 105 ro-
tatably mounted to a fore end of the boom 103. The front
wheels 35 and the rear wheels 36 are mounted to the
machine body 101, and the telescopic handler travels
with the front wheels 35 and the rear wheels 36 driven
by motive power of the engine 1. The boom 103 and the
attachment 104 or 105 constitute a working device. The
attachment 104 shown in Fig. 2 is a fork for use in loading
and unloading work, and the attachment 105 shown in
Fig. 3 is a bucket for use in, e.g., excavation work and
surface soil peeling-off work.
[0023] Returning to Fig. 1, the hydraulic actuators 13,
14 and 15 are, by way of example, a boom cylinder, a
telescopic cylinder, and an attachment cylinder, respec-
tively. The boom 103 is pivotally raised or lowered with
extension or contraction of the boom cylinder 13, and is
extended or contracted with extension or contraction of
the telescopic cylinder 14. The attachment 104 or 105 is
tilted with extension or contraction of the attachment cyl-
inder 15. The hydraulic actuator 16 shown in Fig. 1 is a
hydraulic motor for rotating a sweeper brush, for exam-
ple, when a sweeper is used as the front attachment.
Those components, such as the engine 1, the hydraulic
pump 12, the torque converter 31, and the transmission
32, are mounted to the machine body 101.
[0024] Fig. 4 is a functional block diagram showing the

processing function of the controller 48.
[0025] In Fig. 4, the controller 48 has various functions
of a reference target revolution speed computing unit 51,
a first modification revolution speed computing unit 52,
a speed ratio computing unit 53, a second modification
revolution speed computing unit 54, a third modification
revolution speed computing unit 55, a minimum value
selector 56, a modification effective/ineffective factor
computing unit 57, a multiplier 58, and a subtractor 59.
[0026] The reference target revolution speed comput-
ing unit 51 receives a detected signal of the accelerator
tread amount from the position sensor 43 and refers to
a table, which is stored in a memory, based on the re-
ceived signal, thereby computing a reference target rev-
olution speed NR corresponding to the accelerator tread
amount at that time. The reference target revolution
speed NR represents the engine revolution speed intend-
ed by the operator during work. In the table stored in the
memory, the relationship between the reference target
revolution speed NR and the accelerator tread amount
is set such that the reference target revolution speed NR
is increased as the accelerator tread amount increases.
[0027] The first modification revolution speed comput-
ing unit 52 receives a detected signal of the pump pres-
sure from the pressure sensor 44 and refers to a table,
which is stored in a memory, based on the received sig-
nal, thereby computing a first modification revolution
speed ∆N1 corresponding to the pump pressure at that
time. The first modification revolution speed ∆N1 is to
reduce the engine revolution speed when the delivery
pressure of the hydraulic pump 12 is low (namely the
working load is small), i.e., when the working system 2
is in a light load state. In the table stored in the memory,
the relationship between the first modification revolution
speed ∆N1 and the pump pressure is set such that ∆N1
= ∆NA holds when the pump pressure is lower than a
first setting value, ∆N1 is reduced as the pump pressure
rises, and ∆N1 = 0 holds when the pump pressure ex-
ceeds a second setting value (> first setting value).
[0028] The speed ratio computing unit 53 receives de-
tected signals of the input and output revolution speeds
of the torque converter 31 from the revolution sensors
45, 46. Then, it executes arithmetic operation of e = out-
put revolution speed / input revolution speed to compute
a torque converter speed ratio e.
[0029] The second modification revolution speed com-
puting unit 54 receives the torque converter speed ratio
e computed by the speed ratio computing unit 53 and
refers to a table, which is stored in a memory; based on
the received signal, thereby computing a second modi-
fication revolution speed ∆N2 corresponding to the
torque converter speed ratio e at that time. The second
modification revolution speed ∆N2 is to reduce the engine
revolution speed when the torque converter speed ratio
e is small (namely the torque converter 31 is in a state
close to a stall), i.e., when the traveling system 3 is in an
operating situation requiring a traction force (travel force).
In the table stored in the memory, the relationship be-
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tween the second modification revolution speed ∆N2 and
the torque converter speed ratio e is set such that ∆N2
= ∆NB holds when the torque converter speed ratio e is
smaller than a first setting value, ∆N2 is reduced as the
torque converter speed ratio e increases, and ∆N2 = 0
holds when the torque converter speed ratio e exceeds
a second setting value (> first setting value).
[0030] The third modification revolution speed comput-
ing unit 55 receives a detected signal of the boom-raising
pilot pressure from the pressure sensor 47 and refers to
a table, which is stored in a memory, based on the re-
ceived signal, thereby computing a third modification rev-
olution speed ∆N3 corresponding to the boom-raising pi-
lot pressure at that time. The third modification revolution
speed ∆N3 is to reduce the engine revolution speed when
the boom raising operation is performed. In the table
stored in the memory, the relationship between the third
modification revolution speed ∆N3 and the boom-raising
pilot pressure is set such that ∆N3 = ∆NC holds when
the boom-raising pilot pressure exceeds a setting value
close to 0.
[0031] The minimum value selector 56 selects a min-
imum value among the first modification revolution speed
∆N1, the second modification revolution speed ∆N2, and
the third modification revolution speed ∆N3, and sets the
selected value as a modification revolution speed ∆N.
Herein, by way of example, ∆NA in the first modification
revolution speed computing unit 52, ∆NB in the second
modification revolution speed computing unit 54, and
∆NC in the third modification revolution speed computing
unit 55 are set to satisfy ∆NA = ∆NB = ∆NC. Then, when
the first modification revolution speed computing unit 52,
the second modification revolution speed computing unit
54, and the third modification revolution speed computing
unit 55 compute ∆NA, ∆NB and ∆NC, respectively, the
minimum value selector 56 selects minimum one of them,
e.g., ∆NA, in accordance with the preset logic.
[0032] The modification effective/ineffective factor
computing unit 57 receives the detected signal of the
accelerator tread amount from the position sensor 43 and
refers to a table, which is stored in a memory, based on
the received signal, thereby computing a modification ef-
fective/- ineffective factor K corresponding to the accel-
erator tread amount at that time. The modification effec-
tive/ineffective factor K is used not to reduce the engine
revolution speed when the target revolution speed in-
tended by the operator during work is in a low-speed
range and a reduction of the engine revolution speed is
not required (namely, the factor K is used to reduce the
engine revolution speed only when the target revolution
speed is in a medium- or high-speed range). In the table
stored in the memory, the relationship between the mod-
ification effective/ineffective factor K and the accelerator
tread amount is set such that K = 0 holds when the ac-
celerator tread amount is smaller than a first setting value,
K is increased as the accelerator tread amount increases
from the first setting value, and K = 1 holds when the
accelerator tread amount exceeds a second setting value

(> first setting value). The reason why K is set to increase
as the accelerator tread amount increases from the first
setting value resides in making it possible to reduce the
engine revolution speed in a corresponding way when
the target revolution speed is in the medium-speed
range. If that function is not required, the above relation-
ship may be set in an ON/OFF-like manner such that K
= 0 holds when the accelerator tread amount is smaller
than the second setting value or a nearby value, and K
= 1 holds when the accelerator tread amount exceeds
the second setting value or the nearby value. This setting
makes it possible to reduce the engine revolution speed
only when the target revolution speed is in the high-speed
range.
[0033] The multiplier 58 multiplies the modification rev-
olution speed ∆N selected by the minimum value selector
56 by the factor K computed by the modification effective/
ineffective factor computing unit 57 to obtain a final mod-
ification revolution speed ∆N.
[0034] The subtractor 59 subtracts the modification
revolution speed ∆N computed by the multiplier 58 from
the reference target revolution speed NR computed by
the reference target revolution speed computing unit 51
to obtain a target revolution speed NT for engine control.
The target revolution speed NT is converted to a target
fuel injection amount in a known manner, which is out-
putted as a command signal to the electronic governor
41.
[0035] In the arrangement described above, the accel-
erator pedal 42 and the position sensor 43 constitute in-
put means for commanding the target revolution speed
of the engine 1 serving as the prime mover. The pressure
sensors 44, 47 constitute first detection means for de-
tecting the operating situation of the hydraulic actuator
13, etc. serving as the working actuators. The rotation
sensors 45, 46 constitute second detection means for
detecting the operating situation of traveling means. The
various functions of the reference target revolution speed
computing unit 51, the first modification revolution speed
computing unit 52, the speed ratio computing unit 53, the
second modification revolution speed computing unit 54,
the third modification revolution speed computing unit
55, the minimum value selector 56, and the subtractor
59 in the controller 48 constitute prime-mover revolution
speed control means for modifying the target revolution
speed of the prime mover 1 based on the operating sit-
uation of the hydraulic actuator 13, etc. detected by the
first detection means 44, 47 and the operating situation
of the traveling means detected by the second detection
means 45, 46, and controlling the revolution speed of the
prime mover.
[0036] The operation of this embodiment will be de-
scribed below.
[0037] Fig. 5 illustrates how work for excavating natural
ground is performed by the telescopic handler with the
bucket 105 mounted as the attachment. Fig. 6 is a chart
showing changes in the delivery pressure of the hydraulic
pump 12 (i.e., the pump pressure) during the excavation
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work.
[0038] In the natural ground excavating work, the ac-
celerator pedal 42 (Fig. 1) is operated to set the revolution
speed of the engine 1 to a desired value, while the bucket
105 is pushed to thrust into earth and sand 200 of the
natural ground by a travel force Ft outputted from the
engine 1 through the torque converter 31. Then, the earth
and sand are excavated by operating the boom cylinder
13 and the attachment cylinder 15 (Fig. 1) to raise the
boom 103 and tilt the bucket 105, respectively, thereby
giving the bucket 105 with an upward front force Ff such
that the bucket 105 is gradually displaced upward. In that
work, when the bucket 105 is pushed to thrust into the
earth and sand, the load pressure of the boom cylinder
13 and/or the attachment cylinder 15 serving as the work-
ing actuators (i.e., the working load) rises and so does
the delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 12 (Fig. 1)
(heavy load work; zone A in Fig. 6). After the bucket 105
is moved upward subsequent to the thrusting of the buck-
et 105, the load pressure of the working actuators 13, 15
(i.e., the working load) lowers and so does the pump pres-
sure (light load work; zone B in Fig. 6).
[0039] Fig. 7 is a graph showing the relationship
among engine output torque, pump absorption torque,
and torque converter input torque in a known general
traveling hydraulic working machine, the graph also
showing the operation state in the excavation work,
shown in Figs. 5 and 6, on condition that the target rev-
olution speed (reference target revolution speed NR in
Fig. 4) commanded from the accelerator pedal is set to
a maximum (rated) value NRmax. In Fig. 7, TE represents
a characteristic of the engine output torque in a full load
region where the fuel injection amount of the electronic
governor 41 is maximized. TR represents a characteristic
of the engine output torque in a regulation region before
the fuel injection amount of the electronic governor 41 is
maximized. TPA represents the pump absorption torque
(maximum pump absorption torque) in, e.g., a combined
stall state where the hydraulic pump 12 consumes a max-
imum absorption torque. TEP represents a characteristic
of the torque converter input torque resulting by subtract-
ing TPA from TE, when the hydraulic pump 12 consumes
the maximum absorption torque. TT represents a char-
acteristic of the torque converter input torque in a full load
region when the torque converter 31 is in a stall state.
The stall state of the torque converter 31 means the state
where the output revolution speed is 0, i.e., the state of
the speed ratio e = 0. Also, the term "combined stall state"
means the state where the torque converter 31 is in the
stall state (e = 0), and the delivery pressure of the hy-
draulic pump 12 rises to the setting pressure of a main
relief valve (not shown) and is in a relief state.
[0040] In the excavation work shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
the operation state in the zone A, in which the bucket is
pushed to thrust into the earth and sand, corresponds to
a point A in Fig. 7, and the operation state in the zone B,
in which the bucket is moved upward after the thrusting
of the bucket, corresponds to a point B in Fig. 7.

[0041] In the excavation work shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
the traveling speed of the telescopic handler is near 0
and the torque converter 31 is substantially in the stall
state (e = 0). Also, in the thrusting operation of the bucket,
the pump pressure rises to the relief pressure and the
pump absorption torque is maximized to TPA, thus re-
sulting in the combined stall state (heavy load state)
(point A). When the bucket 105 is moved upward after
the thrusting of the bucket, the pump pressure lowers
and the pump absorption torque is reduced from TPA to
TPB, thus resulting in a light load state (point B). As a
consequence, the operating point of the traveling system
shifts from the point A to B, and the actual engine revo-
lution speed is increased from NA at the point A to NB
at the point B.
[0042] Thus, the known general traveling hydraulic
working machine has the problem that when the working
load is changed from a heavy load to a light load, the
actual engine revolution speed is increased from NA to
NB and, with this increase of the engine revolution speed,
the input torque of the torque converter 31 is increased
from TTA to TTB, which results in excessive thrusting of
the bucket 105.
[0043] Fig. 8 is a graph showing the relationship
among engine output torque, pump absorption torque,
and torque converter input torque in this embodiment,
the graph also showing the operation state in the exca-
vation work, shown in Fig. 5, on condition that the target
revolution speed (reference target revolution speed NR
in Fig. 4) commanded from the accelerator pedal 42 is
set to a maximum (rated) value NRmax.
[0044] According to this embodiment, in the excava-
tion work shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the controller 48 exe-
cutes the processing, described below, for control of the
engine revolution speed in the thrusting operation of the
bucket.
[0045] First, the reference target revolution speed
computing unit 51 computes, as the reference target rev-
olution speed, the maximum target revolution speed
NRmax based on the accelerator tread amount inputted
through the accelerator pedal 42.
[0046] In the thrusting operation of the bucket, the
pump pressure rises to the relief pressure (heavy load
work; zone A in Fig. 6), and the first modification revolu-
tion speed computing unit 52 computes ∆N1 = 0.
[0047] Also, in the excavation work, the torque con-
verter 31 is in the state close to a stall where its output
revolution speed is 0, and the speed ratio computing unit
53 computes e ≈ 0. Therefore, the second modification
revolution speed computing unit 54 computes ∆N2 =
∆NB.
[0048] Further, in the thrusting operation of the bucket,
the third modification revolution speed computing unit 55
computes ∆N3 = 0 when the boom raising operation is
not performed, and it computes ∆N3 = ∆NC when the
boom raising operation is performed.
[0049] Accordingly, the minimum value selector 56 se-
lects ∆N = 0.
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[0050] On the other hand, since the accelerator pedal
42 is in the operated state to command the maximum
target revolution speed NRmax, the modification effec-
tive/ineffective factor computing unit 57 computes K = 1,
and the multiplier 58 computes ∆N = 0 � 1 = 0.
[0051] As a result, the subtractor 59 computes NT =
NRmax - 0 = NRmax. In other words, the target revolution
speed NRmax commanded from the accelerator pedal
42 is used, as it is, as the target revolution speed for
control, and the engine revolution speed is controlled in
the same manner as in the related art. Thus, in Fig. 8,
the traveling system 3 operates at the same point A as
in the related art, and the actual engine revolution speed
is NA.
[0052] When the bucket is moved upward after the
thrusting of the bucket, the controller 48 executes the
processing, described below, for the engine revolution
speed control.
[0053] First, the reference target revolution speed
computing unit 51 computes, as the reference target rev-
olution speed, the maximum target revolution speed
NRmax as in the thrusting operation of the bucket.
[0054] When the bucket is moved upward after the
thrusting of the bucket, the pump pressure lowers (light
load work; zone B in Fig. 6), and the first modification
revolution speed computing unit 52 computes ∆N1 =
∆NA.
[0055] Also, when the bucket is moved upward after
the thrusting of the bucket, the torque converter 31 is in
the state close to a stall where its output revolution speed
is 0. Therefore, the speed ratio computing unit 53 com-
putes e ≈ 0, and the second modification revolution speed
computing unit 54 computes ∆N2 = ∆NB.
[0056] Further, when the bucket is moved upward after
the thrusting of the bucket, the third modification revolu-
tion speed computing unit 55 computes ∆N3 = ∆NC when
the boom cylinder 13 is extended to perform the boom
raising operation.
[0057] Accordingly, the minimum value selector 56 se-
lects ∆N = MIN(∆NA, ∆NB, ∆NC), e.g., ∆N = ∆NA.
[0058] On the other hand, since the accelerator pedal
42 is in the stated operated to command the maximum
target revolution speed NRmax, the modification effec-
tive/ineffective factor computing unit 57 computes K = 1,
and the multiplier 58 computes ∆N = ∆NA � 1 = ∆NA.
[0059] As a result, the subtractor 59 computes NT =
NRmax - ∆NA. In other words, the target revolution speed
for control is reduced by ∆NA from the revolution speed
set by the accelerator pedal 42, and the engine control
is performed based on that target revolution speed.
[0060] In Fig. 8, Nx represents the reduced target rev-
olution speed (NT = NRmax - ∆NA). Thus, in this embod-
iment, since the target revolution speed is reduced when
the bucket is moved upward after the thrusting of the
bucket, the actual engine revolution speed is hardly
changed from that in the thrusting operation of the bucket
in spite of lowering of the pump pressure (working load),
whereby the engine revolution speed is held substantially

at the same value as that in the thrusting operation of the
bucket, i.e., a value near the point A. Consequently, it is
possible to prevent the excessive thrusting of the bucket
105 that has occurred in the related art. In addition, the
engine revolution speed is reduced and therefore fuel
economy is improved.
[0061] According to this embodiment, as described
above, in the work for excavating natural ground with the
combined operation of the traveling and the working ac-
tuator, the work can be performed on the basis of the
engine revolution speed intended by the operator. Also,
when the working load reduces, the engine revolution
speed is automatically reduced so as to keep satisfactory
combination in the combined operation of the traveling
and the working actuator and to realize efficient work. In
addition, since the engine revolution speed is reduced,
fuel economy can be improved.
[0062] Further, according to this embodiment, be-
cause of detecting not only the pump pressure, but also
the boom-raising pilot pressure as the operating situation
of the hydraulic actuator 13, the excavation work can be
detected in an accurate way.
[0063] Moreover, since the modification effective/inef-
fective factor computing unit 57 is provided so as not to
execute the control for reducing the engine revolution
speed when the engine revolution speed is in the low-
speed range, an undesired reduction of the engine rev-
olution speed can be avoided.
[0064] A second embodiment of the present invention
will be described with reference to Figs. 9 through 14. In
this embodiment, the surface soil peeling-off work is per-
formed using the telescopic handler.
[0065] Fig. 9 is a circuit diagram showing an overall
system of a traveling hydraulic working machine accord-
ing to this embodiment. In this embodiment, as means
disposed in an engine control system 4A for detecting
the operating situation of the hydraulic actuator, a pres-
sure sensor 47A for detecting a boom-lowering pilot pres-
sure outputted from the control lever unit 23 is disposed
instead of the pressure sensor disposed in the first em-
bodiment for detecting the boom-raising pilot pressure
outputted from the control lever unit 23. A controller 48A
executes predetermined arithmetic operations based on
input signals from the pressure sensor 47A, the position
sensor 43, the pressure sensor 44, and the rotation sen-
sors 45, 46, and outputs a command signal to the elec-
tronic governor 41. The other arrangement of the overall
system is the same as that in the first embodiment.
[0066] Fig. 10 is a functional block diagram showing
the processing function of the controller 48A in this em-
bodiment. In Fig. 10, components having the same func-
tions as those in Fig. 4 are denoted by the same symbols.
[0067] In Fig. 10, the controller 48A in this embodiment
has various functions of a reference target revolution
speed computing unit 51, a first modification revolution
speed computing unit 52A, a speed ratio computing unit
53, a second modification revolution speed computing
unit 54A, a third modification revolution speed computing
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unit 55A, a minimum value selector 56, a modification
effective/- ineffective factor computing unit 57, a multipli-
er 58, and a subtractor 59.
[0068] The first modification revolution speed comput-
ing unit 52A receives a detected signal of the pump pres-
sure from the pressure sensor 44 and refers to a table,
which is stored in a memory, based on the received sig-
nal, thereby computing a first modification revolution
speed ∆N1 corresponding to the pump pressure at that
time. The first modification revolution speed ∆N1 is to
reduce the engine revolution speed when the delivery
pressure of the hydraulic pump 12 is high (namely the
working load is large), i.e., when the working system 2
is in a heavy load state. In the table stored in the memory,
the relationship between the first modification revolution
speed ∆N1 and the pump pressure is set such that ∆N1
= 0 holds when the pump pressure is lower than a first
setting value, ∆N1 is increased as the pump pressure
rises, and ∆N1 = ∆NA holds when the pump pressure
exceeds a second setting value (> first setting value).
[0069] The second modification revolution speed com-
puting unit 54A receives a torque converter speed ratio
e computed by the speed ratio computing unit 53 and
refers to a table, which is stored in a memory, based on
the received signal, thereby computing a second modi-
fication revolution speed ∆N2 corresponding to the
torque converter speed ratio e at that time. The second
modification revolution speed ∆N2 is to reduce the engine
revolution speed when the torque converter speed ratio
e is large (namely the torque converter 31 is in a state
far from a stall), i.e., when the traveling system 3 is in an
operating situation not requiring a traction force (travel
force). In the table stored in the memory, the relationship
between the second modification revolution speed ∆N2
and the torque converter speed ratio e is set such that
∆N2 = 0 holds when the torque converter speed ratio e
is smaller than a first setting value, ∆N2 is increased as
the torque converter speed ratio e increases, and ∆N2 =
∆NB holds when the torque converter speed ratio e ex-
ceeds a second setting value (> first setting value).
[0070] The third modification revolution speed comput-
ing unit 55A receives a detected signal of the boom-low-
ering pilot pressure from the pressure sensor 47A, and
refers to a table, which is stored in a memory, based on
the received signal, thereby computing a third modifica-
tion revolution speed ∆N3 corresponding to the boom-
lowering pilot pressure at that time. The third modification
revolution speed ∆N3 is to reduce the engine revolution
speed when the boom lowering operation is performed.
In the table stored in the memory, the relationship be-
tween the third modification revolution speed ∆N3 and
the boom-lowering pilot pressure is set such that ∆N3 =
∆NC holds when the boom-lowering pilot pressure ex-
ceeds a value close to 0.
[0071] The other functions, i.e., the functions of the
reference target revolution speed computing unit 51, the
speed ratio computing unit 53, the minimum value selec-
tor 56, the modification effective/ineffective factor com-

puting unit 57, the multiplier 58, and the subtractor 59
are the same as those in the first embodiment. More spe-
cifically, the minimum value selector 56 selects a mini-
mum value among the first modification revolution speed
∆N1, the second modification revolution speed ∆N2, and
the third modification revolution speed ∆N3, and sets the
selected value as a modification revolution speed ∆N.
The multiplier 58 multiplies the modification revolution
speed ∆N selected by the minimum value selector 56 by
a factor K computed by the modification effective/inef-
fective factor computing unit 57 to obtain a final modifi-
cation revolution speed ∆N. The subtractor 59 subtracts
the modification revolution speed ∆N computed by the
multiplier 58 from the reference target revolution speed
NR computed by the reference target revolution speed
computing unit 51 to obtain a target revolution speed NT
for engine control. The target revolution speed NT is con-
verted to a target fuel injection amount in a known man-
ner, which is outputted as a command signal to the elec-
tronic governor 41.
[0072] The operation of this embodiment will be de-
scribed below.
[0073] Fig. 11 illustrates how the surface soil peeling-
off work is performed by the telescopic handler with the
bucket 105 mounted as the attachment. Also in the sur-
face soil peeling-off work, the bucket 105 is mounted as
the attachment. Fig. 12 is a chart showing changes in
the delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 12 (i.e., the
pump pressure) during the surface soil peeling-off work.
[0074] In the surface soil peeling-off work, the accel-
erator pedal 42 (Fig. 1) is operated for traveling at a de-
sired engine revolution speed, while the boom cylinder
13 and the attachment cylinder 15 (Fig. 1) are operated
to lower the boom and tilt the bucket, respectively, there-
by applying a downward front force Ff to the bucket 105
to be pressed against the ground such that the bucket
105 peels off rugged earth and sand 201 at the ground
surface to form a flat ground surface. In that work, the
load pressure of the boom cylinder 13 and the attachment
cylinder 15 (i.e., the working load) is changed depending
on the thickness and hardness of the surface earth and
sand 201 to be peeled off by the bucket. More specifically,
when the earth and sand have a thin thickness or are
soft, the load pressure of the boom cylinder 13 and/or
the attachment cylinder 15 (i.e., the working load) lowers
(light load work; zone E in Fig. 12). When the bucket 105
strikes against a thick or hard portion of the earth and
sand, the load pressure of the boom cylinder 13 and/or
the attachment cylinder 15 (i.e., the working load) rises
(heavy load work; zone F in Fig. 12).
[0075] Fig. 13 is a graph showing the relationship
among engine output torque, pump absorption torque,
and torque converter input torque in the known general
traveling hydraulic working machine, the graph also
showing the operation state in the surface soil peeling-
off work, shown in Figs. 11 and 12, on condition that the
target revolution speed (reference target revolution
speed NR in Fig. 10) commanded from the accelerator
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pedal is set to a maximum (rated) value NRmax. In Fig.
13, TE, TR and TEP represent the same characteristics
as those described above in connection with Fig. 7. TTE
represents a characteristic of the torque converter input
torque when the torque converter 31 is in a travel state
(i.e., a state far from a stall (e = 0). The characteristic at
e = 0.8 is shown as one example.
[0076] In the surface soil peeling-off work shown in
Figs. 11 and 12, the operation state in the zone E, in
which the earth and sand have a thin thickness or are
soft, corresponds to a point E in Fig. 13, and the operation
state in the zone F, in which the bucket 105 strikes against
a thick or hard portion of the earth and sand, corresponds
to a point F in Fig. 12.
[0077] In the surface soil peeling-off work shown in
Figs. 11 and 12, because the telescopic handler performs
work while traveling, the output revolution speed of the
torque converter 31 is relatively higher and the speed
ratio is, for example, near e = 0.8. Also, when the earth
and sand to be peeled off have a thin thickness or are
soft, the pump pressure is low and the pump absorption
torque is small at a level of, e.g., about TPE as shown
(point E). When the bucket 105 strikes against a thick or
hard portion of the earth and sand, the pump pressure
rises and the pump absorption torque is increased from
TPE to TPF (point F). As a consequence, the operating
point of the traveling system shifts from the point E to F,
and the actual engine revolution speed is slightly reduced
from NE at the point E to EF at the point F.
[0078] Thus, in the known general traveling hydraulic
working machine, when the bucket strikes against a thick
or hard portion of the earth and sand during the surface
soil peeling-off work and the pump pressure (working
load) rises, the actual engine revolution speed is just
slightly reduced from NE to EF, and the traveling speed
is hardly reduced. Therefore, the bucket 105 is moved
at a high speed in spite of the earth and sand being thick
or hard, and peels off the earth and sand in a forcible
way, whereby a satisfactory flat excavation surface can-
not be formed.
[0079] Fig. 14 is a graph showing the relationship
among engine output torque, pump absorption torque,
and torque converter input torque in this embodiment,
the graph also showing the operation state in the surface
soil peeling-off work, shown in Figs. 11 and 12, on con-
dition that the target revolution speed (reference target
revolution speed NR in Fig. 10) commanded from the
accelerator pedal 42 is set to a maximum (rated) value
NRmax.
[0080] According to this embodiment, in the surface
soil peeling-off work shown in Figs. 11 and 12, the con-
troller 48A executes the processing, described below, for
control of the engine revolution speed when the earth
and sand have a thin thickness or are soft.
[0081] First, the reference target revolution speed
computing unit 51 computes, as the reference target rev-
olution speed, the maximum target revolution speed
NRmax based on the accelerator tread amount inputted

through the accelerator pedal 42.
[0082] When the earth and sand to be peeled off have
a thin thickness or are soft, the pump pressure lowers
(light load work; zone E in Fig. 12), and the first modifi-
cation revolution speed computing unit 52A computes
∆N1 = 0.
[0083] Also, in the surface soil peeling-off work, the
output revolution speed of the torque converter 31 is rel-
atively higher (far from the stall state). Therefore, the
speed ratio computing unit 53 computes e = 0.8, for ex-
ample, as the speed ratio, and the second modification
revolution speed computing unit 54A computes ∆N2 =
∆NB.
[0084] Further, because the boom lowering operation
is performed in the surface soil peeling-off work, the third
modification revolution speed computing unit 55A com-
putes ∆N3 = ∆NC.
[0085] Accordingly, the minimum value selector 56 se-
lects ∆N = 0.
[0086] On the other hand, since the accelerator pedal
42 is in the operated state to command the maximum
target revolution speed NRmax, the modification effec-
tive/ineffective factor computing unit 57 computes K = 1,
and the multiplier 58 computes ∆N = 0 � 1 = 0.
[0087] As a result, the subtractor 59 computes NT =
NRmax - 0 = NRmax. In other words, the target revolution
speed NRmax commanded from the accelerator pedal
42 is used, as it is, as the target revolution speed for
control, and the engine revolution speed is controlled in
the same manner as in the related art. Thus, in Fig. 14,
the traveling system 3 operates at the same point E as
in the related art, and the actual engine revolution speed
is NE.
[0088] When the bucket 105 strikes against a thick or
hard portion of the earth and sand, the controller 48A
executes the processing, described below, for the engine
revolution speed control.
[0089] First, the reference target revolution speed
computing unit 51 computes, as the reference target rev-
olution speed, the maximum target revolution speed
NRmax as when the earth and sand to be peeled off have
a thin thickness or are soft.
[0090] When the bucket 105 strikes against a thick or
hard portion of the earth and sand, the pump pressure
rises (heavy load work; zone F in Fig. 12), and the first
modification revolution speed computing unit 52A com-
putes ∆N1 = ∆NA.
[0091] Also, in the surface soil peeling-off work, even
when the bucket 105 strikes against a thick or hard por-
tion of the earth and sand, the telescopic handler contin-
ues traveling and the torque converter 31 is in the state
far from a stall. Therefore, the speed ratio computing unit
53 computes e = 0.75 as the speed ratio, and the second
modification revolution speed computing unit 54A com-
putes ∆N2 = ∆NB.
[0092] Further, because the boom lowering operation
is performed in the surface soil peeling-off work, the third
modification revolution speed computing unit 55A com-
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putes ∆N3 = ∆NC.
[0093] Accordingly, the minimum value selector 56 se-
lects ∆N = MIN(∆NA, ∆NB, ∆NC), e.g., ∆N = ∆NA.
[0094] On the other hand, since the accelerator pedal
42 is in the operated state to command the maximum
target revolution speed NRmax, the modification effec-
tive/ineffective factor computing unit 57 computes K = 1,
and the multiplier 58 computes ∆N = ∆NA � 1 = ∆NA.
[0095] As a result, the subtractor 59 computes NT =
NRmax - ∆NA. In other words, the target revolution speed
for control is reduced by ∆NA from the revolution speed
set by the accelerator pedal 42, and the engine control
is performed based on that target revolution speed.
[0096] In Fig. 14, Ny represents the reduced target rev-
olution speed (NT = NRmax - ∆NA), and TTJ represents
the torque converter input torque at e = 0.75, for example,
after the engine revolution speed has been reduced.
[0097] In this embodiment, when the bucket 105
strikes against a thick or hard portion of the earth and
sand, the pump pressure rises and the pump absorption
torque is increased from TPE to TPF, which results in
the increased working load. Simultaneously, as de-
scribed above, the target revolution speed is reduced
and the operating point of the traveling system 3 shifts
from the point E to J. TPJ represents the torque converter
input torque after the shift of the operating point. As a
consequence, the actual engine revolution speed is re-
duced from NE at the point E to NF at the point J, and
the traveling speed is also reduced correspondingly.
Hence, the bucket 105 is able to gently excavate the thick
or hard portion of the earth and sand while traveling at a
slow speed, and to form a satisfactory flat excavation
surface.
[0098] In Fig. 14, Ny represents the reduced target rev-
olution speed (NT = NRmax - ∆NA), the operating point
of the traveling system 3 shifts from the point E to J, and
the actual engine revolution speed is reduced from NE
at the point E to NF at the point J. TTJ represents a char-
acteristic of the torque converter input torque at e = 0.75,
for example, after the engine revolution speed has been
reduced, and TPJ represents the torque converter input
torque after the shift of the operating point.
[0099] Thus, in this embodiment, when the bucket 105
strikes against a thick or hard portion of the earth and
sand, the pump pressure rises and the pump absorption
torque is increased from TPE to TPF, which results in
the increased working load. Simultaneously, the target
revolution speed is reduced and the operating point of
the traveling system 3 shifts from the point E to J, whereby
the actual engine revolution speed is reduced from NE
to NF and the traveling speed is also reduced corre-
spondingly. As a result, the bucket 105 is able to gently
excavate the thick or hard portion of the earth and sand
while traveling at a slow speed, and to form a satisfactory
flat excavation surface. In addition, since the engine rev-
olution speed is reduced, fuel economy can be improved.
[0100] According to this embodiment, as described
above, the following advantages can be obtained. In the

surface soil peeling-off work with the combined operation
of the traveling and the working actuator, the work can
be performed on the basis of the engine revolution speed
intended by the operator. Also, when the working load
increases, the engine revolution speed is automatically
controlled so as to keep satisfactory combination in the
combined operation of the traveling and the working ac-
tuator and to realize efficient work. In addition, since the
engine revolution speed is reduced, fuel economy can
be improved.
[0101] While the above embodiments have been de-
scribed in connection with, as examples of work, the nat-
ural ground excavating work (first embodiment) and the
surface soil peeling-off work (second embodiment), the
present invention is not limited to those kinds of work.
[0102] For example, the second embodiment has been
described in connection with the case of performing the
surface soil peeling-off work by using the telescopic han-
dler. However, the present invention is also applicable
to the case of performing cleaning work with a sweeper
mounted as the attachment. In the cleaning work using
the sweeper, the telescopic handler travels while the
sweeper is pressed against a road with the boom lower-
ing operation, and the hydraulic motor 16 shown in Fig.
1 is rotated to rotate a sweeper brush such that drop-
pings, such as rubbishes, on the road are collected into
a hopper. In such work, the related art accompanies the
problem that, because the engine revolution speed is not
so changed even with an increase of substances to be
removed, the traveling speed is not changed and some
of the substances are left over. According to the system
of the second embodiment, when the substances to be
removed are increased in the cleaning work using the
sweeper, the target revolution speed is automatically re-
duced and so is the actual engine revolution speed as in
the case of the surface soil peeling-off work. Therefore,
the traveling speed is slowed down and the substances
to be removed are avoided from being left over.
[0103] Also, while the embodiments have been de-
scribed as using the telescopic handler as the traveling
hydraulic working machine, similar advantages can be
similarly obtained in applications to other types of
traveling hydraulic working machines so long as the ma-
chines include torque converters. Examples of the
traveling hydraulic working machines equipped with
torque converters, other than the telescopic handler, are
a wheel shovel and a wheel loader.
[0104] Further, in the embodiments described above,
the first modification revolution speed computing unit 52
or 52A receives the detected signal of the pump pressure
from the pressure sensor 44, and determines the load
state of the working system 2. Alternatively, a pressure
sensor for detecting the driving pressure of the hydraulic
actuator 13, etc. may be provided, and the first modifica-
tion revolution speed computing unit 52 or 52A may re-
ceive a detected signal from that pressure sensor.
[0105] The first to third modification revolution speed
computing units 52, 54, 55 or 52A, 54A, 55A each com-
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pute the modification revolution speed (value of 0 to 1)
as a value for changing the engine revolution speed, and
the subtractor 59 subtracts the modification revolution
speed from the reference target revolution speed. Alter-
natively, it is also possible to provide a unit for computing
a modification factor instead of the modification revolu-
tion speed computing unit, to provide a multiplier instead
of the subtractor, and to multiply the reference target rev-
olution speed by the modification factor, thereby obtain-
ing the target revolution speed for control.
[0106] Moreover, in addition to the pump pressure, the
boom-raising or boom-lowering pilot pressure is detected
as means for detecting the operating situation of the
working actuator, and the modification value of the en-
gine revolution speed is determined depending on each
of those pressures. In the case of going to control the
engine revolution speed upon change of the working load
regardless of the operating direction of the actuator, how-
ever, only the pump pressure may be detected to com-
pute the modification revolution speed. In that case, the
third modification revolution speed computing unit 55 or
55A is not required. Also, in the case of providing, as the
means for detecting the operating situation of the working
actuator, means for detecting operation signals generat-
ed from operating devices, two or more operation signals
may be detected instead of detecting one operation sig-
nal (i.e., the boom-raising or boom-lowering pilot pres-
sure). In that case, the operating situation of the working
actuator can be confirmed with higher accuracy.
[0107] Additionally, when the work requiring the en-
gine revolution speed to be controlled upon change of
the working load is restricted to work of the type that the
target revolution speed is always set to a high-speed
range, the modification effective/ineffective factor com-
puting unit 57 can be dispensed with.

Industrial Applicability

[0108] According to the present invention, when a
traveling hydraulic working machine is operated to per-
form work with the combined operation of traveling and
a hydraulic actuator (working actuator), the revolution
speed of a prime mover is controlled by modifying the
target revolution speed inputted from input means, and
therefore the work can be performed on the basis of the
engine revolution speed intended by the operator. Also,
even when the load pressure of the working actuator (i.e.,
the working load) varies depending on the working situ-
ation, the revolution speed of the prime mover is auto-
matically controlled so that satisfactory combination can
be kept in the combined operation of the traveling and
the working actuator and efficient work can be realized.

Claims

1. A traveling hydraulic working machine comprising

- at least one prime mover (1), a machine body
(101) for mounting said prime mover thereon,
traveling means (3) mounted on said machine
body and including a torque converter (31) cou-
pled to said prime mover, a hydraulic pump (12)
driven by said prime mover, at least one working
actuator (13-16) operated by a hydraulic fluid
supplied from said hydraulic pump, and an op-
erating device (23-26) for generating an opera-
tion signal to control said working actuator, said
traveling hydraulic working machine further
comprising:
- input means (42) for commanding a target rev-
olution speed of said prime mover (1);
- first detection means (47) for detecting an op-
erating situation of said working actuator
(13-16);
- second detection means (45, 46) for detecting
an operating situation of said traveling means
(3); and
- prime-mover revolution speed control means
(52-59) for modifying the target revolution speed
of said prime mover based on the operating sit-
uation of said working actuator detected by said
first detection means and the operating situation
of said traveling means detected by said second
detection means, and controlling the revolution
speed of said prime mover,

characterized in that

- said prime-mover revolution speed control
means includes means (52-54, 56, 59) for mod-
ifying the target revolution speed of said prime
mover (1) to reduce when the operating situation
of said traveling means (3) is in a state close to
a stall of said torque converter and the operating
situation of said working actuator (13-16) comes
into a light load state.

2. A traveling hydraulic working machine comprising at
least one prime mover (1), a machine body (101) for
mounting said prime mover thereon, traveling means
(3) mounted on said machine body and including a
torque converter (31) coupled to said prime mover,
a hydraulic pump (12) driven by said prime mover,
at least one working actuator (13-16) operated by a
hydraulic fluid supplied from said hydraulic pump,
and an operating device (23-26) for generating an
operation signal to control said working actuator,
said traveling hydraulic working machine further
comprising:

- input means (42) for commanding a target rev-
olution speed of said prime mover (1);
- first detection means (47) for detecting an op-
erating situation of said working actuator
(13-16);
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- second detection means (45, 46) for detecting
an operating situation of said traveling means
(3); and
- prime-mover revolution speed control means
(52-59) for modifying the target revolution speed
of said prime mover based on the operating sit-
uation of said working actuator detected by said
first detection means and the operating situation
of said traveling means detected by said second
detection means, and controlling the revolution
speed of said prime mover,

characterized in that

- said prime-mover revolution speed control
means includes means (52A, 53, 54A, 56, 59)
for modifying the target revolution speed of said
prime mover (1) to reduce when the operating
situation of said traveling means (3) is in a state
far from a stall of said torque converter and the
operating situation of said working actuator
(13-16) comes into a heavy load state.

3. The traveling hydraulic working machine according
to Claim 1 or 2, wherein said first detection means
includes means (44) for detecting at least one of a
delivery pressure of said hydraulic pump (12) and a
driving pressure of said working actuator (13-16).

4. The traveling hydraulic working machine according
to Claim 3, wherein said first detection means further
includes means (47A) for detecting the operation sig-
nal generated from said operating device (23).

5. The traveling hydraulic working machine according
to Claim 1 or 2, wherein said second detection means
is means (45, 46) for detecting input and output rev-
olution speeds of said torque converter (31), and said
prime-mover revolution speed control means in-
cludes means (53, 54) for computing a torque con-
verter speed ratio from input and output revolution
speeds of said torque converter, and determining
the operating situation of said traveling means (3).

6. The traveling hydraulic working machine according
to Claim 1 or 2, further comprising third detection
means (43) for detecting an input amount from said
input means (42),
wherein said prime-mover revolution speed control
means includes means (57, 58) for modifying the
target revolution speed of said prime mover when
the input amount detected by said third detection
means is not smaller than a preset value.
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